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followed the introduction of this Bill.   Ecclesiastical controversies 1908
always attracted him and he had a great affection for Archbishop Age 65~66
Randall Davidson, who sincerely desired peace.   For a fortnight
his hopes ran high and he was sanguine that the riddle had at last
been answered.   But then it began to appear that the Archbishop
had run ahead of his episcopal and ecclesiastical brethren, and the
Government found itself faced with large new demands upon which
it had by no means reckoned.   On 4th December he had to report
to the King that all was over :
Asquith to the. King.
"The situation has completely changed during the last two days.
The demand put forward on behalf of the Church for a substantial increase
in the very liberal scale of grants proposed by Mr. Runciman to the
1 contracted-out' Schools is felt by the Government to be quite in-
admissible, and would certainly not be sanctioned by a majority of the
present House of Commons. It raises a question not of money but of
principle—whether the contracted-out schools, free from public control
are, in the urban districts, to be the rule or—as the Government have
throughout maintained and the Archbishop agreed—the exception.
Equally serious obstacles to an immediate settlement are raised by the
Bishops. At the meeting of yesterday at the Church House no less than
twenty-three of them supported a resolution proposed by the Bishop of
Salisbury which makes demands in such vital matters, for instance, as the
employment of the Head Teacher to give sectarian instruction, far in
excess of those put forward during the negotiations by the Archbishop,
and treated both by him and the Government as the basis of the present
Bill. In these circumstances Your Majesty's advisers, with much,
reluctance, were driven to the conclusion that-it was hopeless at this
moment to force through as a settlement a measure which so many of
the responsible leaders of the Church find unacceptable.
Mr. Asquith reports this decision to your Majesty with, the most
profound regret. In conjunction with Mr. Runciman, who has shown
admirable tact and patience, he has been for weeks in active and con-
tinuous negotiations with the leaders of the Church and of Nonconformity,
and so much has been conceded by both that there seemed to be a relal
prospect of an agreed settlement of this protracted and most injurious
controversy. These hopes have for the moment been defeated, but
Mr. Asquith trusts that the necessary withdrawal of the present Bill
will not put a stop to the remarkable movements which the last fortnight
has witnessed in favour of a policy of conciliation/'
So ended the last of the efforts to settle the denominational
question by consent, Asquith told the House of Commons that he
was not ashamed to confess that after a public life now prolonged
for many years he had never experienced a more heavy disappoint-
ment* This feeling was, perhaps, not universal, and some who

